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The department of Chemistry organized the five day (19th Feb to 25th Feb, 2019) Faculty Development
programme “Emerging trends in Chemical Science (ETCS-2019)”. The inaugural function was started with
welcoming guest by HOD Dr. Ramakrishnappa. T.
Followed by lighting of lamp by chief guest Prof. Munichandraiah.N, emeritus professor from IPC
Department, IISc, Bengaluru and Dean of Student Welfare Dr. Govindaraju from BMSIT&M. Prof.
Munichandraiah was the keynote speaker for the first day, who gave fundamental talk based on
electrochemistry and its battery applications.
The speaker for the afternoon session was Dr. Pralay Kumar Satra, scientist from Centre for Nano and Soft
Matter Sciences. He presented the application of Quantum dots on energy applications.
The second day session speakers were Dr. Jyoti Roy Choudhuri , Assistant Professor from BMSIT&M, Dr.
Manav Kundu Assistant Professor from SRM Univ. Chennai and Mr. Mithun Kumar (Borosil Glassware Ltd)
who gave a fundamental talk on the glass material and applications. The third day speakers are Prof. Sanjeev
Maradur, Assistant Professor from Purna pragna Institute of Science and Research, Dr. Kayal and Dr. Banik,
Quantumzyme, Bangalore, who gave a brief idea about application of chemistry in Biology and energy
applications. The fourth day was a visit to Purna Pragna Institute of Science and Research, Bangalore; where
the participant’s ad faculties could interact with the scientists and research scholars and gained the knowledge
about the current trends of research in various fields of chemical science.
The last day Dr. Kanatharaju, Associate Professor from Rani Chennamma University, Belgaum, presented a
talk on the synthesis of peptides and its applications to HIV detection drugs in the morning session.
The five day FDP was closed in the afternoon with a valedictory function with a great thanks to all organisers
and participants.

